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Abstract

The proliferation of internet-based home-sharing platforms like Airbnb has raised heated
debates, with many in the general public believing that the presence of Airbnb listings
can lead to an increase in crime and disorder in residential neighborhoods. Despite the
importance of this debate to residents, policymakers, and other stakeholders, few studies
have examined the causal linkage between Airbnb listings and crime in neighborhoods.
We conduct the first such empirical test in Boston neighborhoods, focusing on two
potential mechanisms: (1) the inflow of tourists might generate or attract crime; and (2)
the creation of transient properties undermines local social dynamics. Corresponding to
these mechanisms, we examine whether the number of tourists (approximated with
reviews) or the prevalence of listings predict more incidents of private conflict, social
disorder, and violence both concurrently and in the following year. We find evidence
that increases in Airbnb listings–but not reviews–led to more violence in neighborhoods
in later years. This result supports the notion that the prevalence of Airbnb listings
erodes the natural ability of a neighborhood to prevent crime, but does not support the
interpretation that elevated numbers of tourists bring crime with them.

Introduction 1

The expansion of internet-based short-term rental platforms like Airbnb has raised 2

heated debates in recent years. Airbnb enables travelers and visitors to stay in idle 3

private residential properties as an alternative to hotels. Consequently, it creates an 4

inflow of tourists into residential neighborhoods without hotels where they were 5

previously unlikely to go, potentially causing undesirable impacts (aka negative 6

externalities) for these neighborhoods [1]. One of the concerns held by some in the 7

general public and presented in multiple media reports is that the presence of Airbnb 8

listings can lead to an increase in crime and disorder in a neighborhood. For example, 9

an article in 2016 in the New York Times reported that residents in New Orleans were 10

distraught at Airbnb guests’ disruptive behaviors [2]. The story resulted in a city-wide 11

request for stricter regulations on home-sharing activities. Another article from Splinter 12

News told a broader story of how sharing economy platforms like Uber and Airbnb are 13

exploited by criminals [3]. Similar concerns have even given rise to websites like 14
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AirbnbHell.com, which documents the dangers of using Airbnb services. However, 15

despite a number of media claims and anecdotal evidence, few studies have examined 16

the causal linkage between Airbnb listings (or short-term rentals more generally) and 17

crime in neighborhoods, and those that have done so largely descriptively [4]. Thus, 18

there remains a need for a robust empirical test of this relationship that can inform 19

residents, policy makers, and other stakeholders. 20

Short-Term Rentals and Crime: Two Potential Mechanisms 21

Most of the discussions about short-term rentals and crime in neighborhoods rest on the 22

logic that tourists might bring such issues, a relationship that has been investigated 23

more generally by researchers in both criminology and tourism. Often, this relationship 24

is framed in terms of routine activities theory [5], in which a crime is understood as 25

requiring three minimal elements: a motivated offender, a suitable target, and the lack 26

of a guardian. There are three hypotheses that arise from this framing. Ryan (1993) 27

makes the case for two of these. One is that tourists make for suitable targets, either 28

because they are known to have money on them or are more vulnerable when navigating 29

an unfamiliar city. Second, he argues that because tourist locations are known to have 30

many suitable targets, they attract more potential offenders, putting both tourists and 31

residents at greater risk [6]. There is more evidence for the first of these two hypotheses, 32

as at least three studies have found that tourists are more likely to be victimized than 33

locals [7–13]. Third, some have noted that tourists might engage in criminal or 34

disruptive behavior themselves. For example, Boivin and Felson (2018) found that 35

urban neighborhoods with more visitors feature elevated rates of crime committed by 36

visitors but no increase in crimes committed by locals [14]. Similarly, arguments against 37

short-term rentals often hinge on the assumption that tourists might bring drunkenness 38

or other unruly behavior with them. Such behaviors are more frequent in downtown 39

areas and business districts with many shops, restaurants, and bars, but would be less 40

familiar in a residential neighborhood that now has many short-term rentals [15]. 41

We also note a second mechanism by which short-term rentals might impact 42

neighborhood crime, one that is less prevalent in public discussions. It draws off of the 43

sociological/criminological concept of social organization–that is, neighborhoods whose 44

residents know and trust each other and share common values are more able to establish 45

and enforce social norms [16]. In turn, they tend to have lower levels of crime [17]. One 46

of the main factors that inhibits a strong social organization is residential instability, 47

because it is hard to develop relationships and establish norms if a sizable proportion of 48

the population is transient [18]. It would stand to reason, then, that if a sufficient 49

number of units throughout a community have been converted to short-term rentals–the 50

most transient form of occupancy possible–it can undermine the social organization and 51

its ability to discourage and prevent crime. A strong social organization is also 52

associated with and able to support various dynamics and processes subsumed under 53

the term ’social capital,’ including trust, reciprocity, and social cooperation [19]. 54

Further, researchers focusing more on this latter set of terminologies has repeatedly 55

found that numerous manifestations of social capital are associated with lower incidence 56

of crime [20,21]. Moreover, previous theoretical work have demonstrated a strong 57

impact of community structure (measured by network modularity) on population level 58

pro-social attributes such as trust, cooperation, fairness and stability [22–26]. 59

We then have two potential mechanisms by which short-term rentals can lead to 60

increased crime in a neighborhood–by bringing tourists who then perpetrate crime and 61

disorder, or by creating transience that undermines local social dynamics that might in 62

turn mitigate or prevent crime. It is important to note that these mechanisms are not 63

mutually exclusive and could be operating simultaneously. That said, we note two 64

analytic considerations that might disentangle their presence. The first consideration is 65
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temporal. If issues generated by the prevalence of short-term rentals arise from the 66

presence of tourists themselves, we would anticipate increases in Airbnb listings and 67

crime to be nearly if not perfectly concurrent. In contrast, if an abundance of listings is 68

undermining the social organization of the community and its natural ability to prevent 69

and discourage crime, then there would be a more gradual erosion. In this case we would 70

expect to see any effect of Airbnb listings on crime be lagged, increasing over time. 71

The second consideration regards the way we measure the presence of Airbnb in a 72

community. If tourists themselves are perpetrating crime and disorder, the focus should 73

be on the quantity of tourists, listings are bringing to the neighborhood, rather than the 74

listings themselves. Alternatively, if the concern is transience, we will want to focus on 75

the quantity of listings. We describe our measurement strategy for each in the next 76

subsection. 77

Fig 1. Airbnb’s Expansion in Boston The number of Airbnb listings and reviews
in Boston between 2009 and 2018.

Previous Evidence and the Current Study 78

Whether those staying in Airbnb listings attract or perpetrate crime, or, alternatively, a 79

large number of Airbnb listings undermine the social organization of the community, it 80

has become a common perception that the rise of short-term rentals in a residential 81

neighborhood will be accompanied by a rise in crime. This notion has only been 82

examined by two empirical studies, though neither directly tests this causal claim. One 83

study looking at the association only examined the correlation between crime and 84

Airbnb listings and did not control for other neighborhood characteristics nor the 85

temporal relationship between the arrival of Airbnb listings and shifts in the crime 86

rate [4]. Another study used policy implementations as a natural experiment, but 87

analyzed only at the citywide scale [27]. 88
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Here, we fill this gap in the literature by testing whether the presence of Airbnb 89

leads to increases in crime across the neighborhoods of Boston, MA. As noted above, we 90

use two measurement strategies to study the link between short-term rentals and crime. 91

First, we quantify the influx of Airbnb-related tourists by tabulating reviews for Airbnb 92

listings in the neighborhood. The measure of usage is drawn from [29]. Our second 93

strategy focuses on the listings in a neighborhood, for which we employ two such 94

measures. The more common measure in the literature is what we refer to as density, 95

which is the number of listings divided by the total number of households. This measure 96

is one step forward to what we expect to impact neighborhood social organization. 97

However, it does not take into account the geographic distribution of these listings. To 98

illustrate, consider two neighborhoods with the same number of households and the 99

same number of Airbnb listings. In one, the listings are distributed throughout the 100

neighborhood, in the other, they are concentrated in two condo buildings that have 101

been effectively converted into unofficial hotels. It would seem likely that the former 102

would have a more pernicious impact on the neighborhood’s social networks by 103

undermining relationships more broadly, whereas the impacts of the latter would be 104

more contained at a handful of properties. Thus, we also create measure we refer to as 105

penetration, which is defined as the proportion of buildings in the neighborhood with 106

Airbnb listings. This better captures how Airbnb listings are distributed through the 107

community, potentially better capturing how likely they are to impact the social 108

organization. As described above, an association between usage and crime would be 109

evidence that tourists are generating or attracting crime and disorder themselves. 110

Meanwhile, if penetration or density are predictive of crime and disorder and usage is 111

not, there is a stronger case that an abundance of listings in a neighborhood are 112

undermining the social organization. 113

We examine the relationships between the measures of Airbnb usage, penetration, 114

and density and three types of social disorder and crime: public social disorder (e.g., 115

drunkenness, loitering), private conflict (e.g., landlord-tenant disputes, vandalism), and 116

violence (e.g., fights), all per 1,000 persons in a neighborhood. This allows us to 117

examine in a nuanced way the nature of the impact that short-term rentals might have 118

on neighborhoods. We use causal identification models to conduct these analyses, 119

comparing the relationships between these variables from 2011-2017, as Airbnb went 120

from a minor to more major factor in Boston neighborhoods. As noted above, the two 121

mechanisms by which short-term rentals might impact neighborhoods–either the 122

tourists generating or attracting crime themselves, or the prevalence of listings eroding 123

the social organization–would operate on different time scales. If the presence of 124

tourists is responsible for crime, we would anticipate the impacts to occur in the same 125

year as the increase of usage. The erosion of the social organization would take more 126

time to result in elevated crime, lagging increases in listings by one or more years. Thus, 127

we run the difference-in-difference fixed effects models with the Airbnb measures as 128

measured concurrently with the crime outcome measures, with a one-year lag between 129

the Airbnb measures and crime and disorder, and then with a two-year lag. 130

Importantly, this work adds a rigorous empirical perspective to the ongoing debate 131

regarding the negative externalities of short-term rental platforms such as Airbnb. 132

Data and Methods 133

Measuring Airbnb presence 134

We use the period between 2011 to 2018 to quantify the presence of Airbnb in Boston. 135

To estimate the presence of Airbnb in a neighborhood, we obtained datasets from 136

InsideAirbnb.com, an independent, non-commercial website that scrapes and publishes 137
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longitudinal Airbnb listings’ records for cities across the world for the purpose of 138

research. InsideAribnb.com has published these data annually since 2015, but Airbnb 139

entered Boston in 2009. In order to overcome this limitation, we leveraged the ”host 140

since” field, which indicates the date a property became an Airbnb listing, to estimate 141

which Airbnb listings were present in each year 2011-2014. Koster et al. (2018) took a 142

similar approach using the date of a listing’s first review, but we found that the ”host 143

since” variable more consistently had a value and would be more precise in any case. 144

InsideAirbnb.com also publishes a separate dataset on the reviews received by each 145

listing along with the listings data [28]. The reviews datasets have been used to 146

estimate the amount of tourists brought by Airbnb services [29,30]. We note that 147

although we consider the start year of our study as 2011, there were still some Airbnb 148

units in Boston as early as 2008 that are not considered in this study. This should not 149

impact the results given the limited nature of this presence; however it might have 150

implications for testing pre-treatment parallel trends in the DID analysis as we will 151

explain in the Robustness Check Section. 152

Following the practice of Horn & Merante (2017), we use census tracts to 153

approximate neighborhoods (avg. population = 4,000; 168 with meaningful population 154

in Boston). We then linked listings to the containing census tract, allowing us to 155

calculate neighborhood-level measures of Airbnb’s prevalence. Though listings are not 156

necessarily geographically precise, InsideAirbnb.com indicates that listings are 0-450 feet 157

from the actual address. Meanwhile, census tracts cover .5 mile radius, meaning that 158

most listings should fall in the appropriate census tract. 159

We use three measures to quantify the level of Airbnb presence in each tract. 160

Specifically, these aim to operationalize the quantity of listings and the quantity of 161

tourists they bring to the neighborhood. For listings, our primary measure penetration 162

sought to capture how they were spatially distributed across the neighborhoods. It was 163

calculated as the number of unique addresses with listings divided by the number of 164

parcels (lots that contain one or more units, per the City of Boston’s Assessing 165

Department) in the census tract, thereby approximating the number of buildings with 166

at least one Airbnb listing. This might be a more appropriate proxy, for instance, when 167

Airbnb listings are many in a neighborhood but concentrated in one or two condo 168

buildings, thus geographically constraining their overall impact. For robustness, we also 169

measured density, or the ratio of Airbnb listings to housing units. This measurement 170

has been widely adopted in previous studies on Airbnb [31, 32]. The quantity of tourists 171

attracted was operationalized as usage, calculated as the number of reviews divided by 172

housing units in a census tract as recommended by Schild (2019) [29]. 173

Using 911 call data to measure crime activity 174

We utilized three variables measuring crime and disorder developed by the Boston Area 175

Research Initiative from 911 dispatches from 2011-2018. These measures were 176

calculated as the rate per 1,000 residents of events falling into a pre-determined set of 177

categories from the dispatches. They include: public social disorder, including 178

intoxicated individuals, lewdness, and drunken disturbances; private conflict includes 179

issues like landlord/tenant trouble, breaking and entering, and vandalism; and violence 180

includes events like armed robberies, assaults, a person with knife, and fights. 181

Estimation strategies 182

The key research question we ask in this study is whether the proliferation of Airbnb in 183

a neighborhood lead to higher level of crime events in that neighborhood. The panel 184

dataset we assembled at the census tract-level allows us to employ a generalized 185

multiple time period, multiple group Difference-in-Difference (DID) design, in which 186
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Airbnb presence acts as a continuous ”treatment”, predicting changes in crime in a 187

neighborhood. 188

The estimated equation is:

Yi,t = α+ γAirbnbi,t−τ + δXi,t + ηi + βt + εi,t (1)

where i represents the census tract, t represents the year, and τ is used to introduce 189

time lag and lead for the treatment variable. Yi,t is the crime level measured by the 190

number of private conflict, social disorder, and violence events per 1,000 people, Xi,t is 191

a vector of time-variant neighborhood-level controls, and γ is the estimated causal effect 192

of Airbnb presence. η and β are the neighborhood (tract) and year fixed effects, 193

respectively, capturing both time-invariant characteristics of tracts and 194

spatially-invariant characteristics of years (for example, a city-wide increase in Airbnb 195

prevalence or crime level). We report the results based on using income as the main 196

tract-level control variable, although we test a number of other controls for robustness 197

test. Incomei,t measures the median household income (drawn from the American 198

Community Survey’s five year estimations at the census tract-level, appropriate to the 199

year in question. We estimate equation (1) using deviation from mean approach, and 200

standard errors are clustered at the tract level. 201

To further test the direction of causality for the results, we use a lag/lead analysis in 202

the spirit of Granger [33,34]. This method is used when the sample includes multiple 203

years and uses both lead and lagged versions of the treatment variable (τ can be both 204

positive and negative). 205

Results 206

Descriptive Analyses 207

Before testing our main question, it is useful to examine the growth and distribution of 208

Airbnb activities in Boston. As depicted in Figure , Airbnb had limited presence in 209

Boston at first, with a negligible number of listings and reviews before 2014. There was 210

rapid growth, however, between 2014 and 2018, over which time the number of listings 211

more than doubled from 2,558 to 6,014. There were also nearly 80,000 total reviews by 212

2018. That is not to say, however, that this growth was uniform across neighborhoods. 213

Certain census tracts were the first to have a measurable presence of Airbnb and then 214

proceeded to have high levels of Airbnb listings. Figure 2 shows how Airbnb services 215

increased from 2010 to 2018 and across census tracts in Boston. We focus on two main 216

measures to capture Airbnb activities: penetration, or the proportion of buildings with 217

at least one listing; and usage, or the number of reviews per housing unit in the 218

neighborhood. As indicated in Figure 2-a, by 2018, the tracts with the highest 219

penetration of Airbnb had listings in as many as 40% of buildings. Likewise, the 220

neighborhoods with the highest level of usage had as many as one review per housing 221

unit. In contrast, in many other tracts the presence of Airbnb was limited or even 222

absent throughout the study period. Meanwhile a handful of tracts started with very 223

low Airbnb presence and then witnessed rapid growth of Airbnb-related activities. 224

225

Figure 3 maps the spatial distributions of the three measures of Airbnb supply over 226

time. For Airbnb density (Figure 3-a), we see that census tracts in the urban center 227

(northeast on the map) show relatively high Airbnb presence from the beginning, but 228

that in recent years the tracts with the highest level of Airbnb penetration emanate 229

further out into surrounding, more residential neighborhoods. 230
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[] []

[]
Fig 2. Airbnb’s Presence in Boston (a) Airbnb density, (b) Airbnb penetration, and (c) Airbnb usage. Each row
represents a census tract from 2011 to 2018. The darker the color, the higher the Airbnb presence. Tracts are in the same
position in each panel, meaning we can compare panels to confirm that most tracts with high level of presence on one
measure scored similarly on the other measures.

The Concurrent and Lagged Impacts of Airbnb on Crime 231

We use difference-in-difference models (Equation (1)) to test whether a rise in the 232

prevalence of Airbnb in a census tract in one year predicts increases in crime and 233

disorder in the following year. We focus on two ways in which short-term rentals can 234

impact a neighborhood. The first is through two measures of the quantity of listings in a 235

neighborhood: the penetration of Airbnb, measured as the proportion of buildings with 236

at least one listing; and the density of Airbnb, or the ratio of listings to total households. 237

We believe the latter is the stronger measure for our purposes (see Introduction for 238

more), but include both as a check. The second strategy is to capture the amount of 239

tourists brought in by listings via the measurement of usage, or the ratio of user reviews 240

to households. The model outcomes include three measures of crime and disorder: 241

private conflict between people who live together, like landlord-tenant disputes; public 242

social disorder, like drunkenness and noise complaints; and public violence, including 243

fights (see Methods). The models control for tract-level and year fixed effects. In order 244

to make the parameter estimates that follow more interpretable, we note that the 245

average census tract in the average year experienced 11.32 events of private conflict, 7.68 246

events of public social disorder, and 28.58 events of public violence per 1,000 residents. 247

We begin by testing the relationship between Airbnb prevalence and crime in the 248

same year (See Table 1). We see only one significant effect, which is Airbnb penetration 249

predicting higher levels of violent crime (β = 0.328, p < 0.05). Otherwise, density and 250

usage were not associated with any forms of crime, nor were social disorder or private 251

conflict associated with any of the Airbnb measures. 252
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Fig 3. Evolution of Spatial distributions of Airbnb in Boston (a) Airbnb density, (b) Airbnb penetration, and (c)
Airbnb usage in 2012, 2014, 2016, and 2018.

We then compare these results to models that test the relationship between Airbnb 253

measures from the previous year on crime (i.e., one-year lags). In these models, 254

neighborhoods with a higher level of Airbnb penetration saw rises in violent crime in 255

the following year (β = 0.546, p < 0.0001), and notably to a greater extent than the 256

concurrent measure of penetration. There was still no corresponding effect on public 257

social disorder or private conflict, however. Airbnb density in the previous year was also 258

associated with higher levels of violent crime, albeit at a lower significance, and thus 259

magnitude, relative to penetration ((β = 1.407, p < 0.05). Airbnb usage had no effect 260

on any of the three measures in the following year(Table 2). 261

If the increase in crime rate is driven by changes in social organization, we expect to 262

see the effect to persists and possibly strengthen over a more extended period of time. 263

To further test the validity of this mechanism,we repeated the previous analysis, this 264

time with a two-year lag on independent variables. 265

Results of the two-year lagged analysis are in general agreement with those with 266

one-year lag in terms of the impact of Airbnb penetration on events of violence. 267

Moreover, Airbnb penetration not only predicted increased violence at this time scale, 268

but also showed a moderate impact on events of private conflict (β = 0.097, p < 0.05), 269

an effect that was not present in the one-year lagged analysis. The effects of Airbnb 270

usage and density also concurred with the one-year lagged analysis (Table 3). 271
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Events of Private Conflict Events of Social Disorder Events of Violence
Airbnb Density (%) -0.207 0.080 1.226

(0.207) (0.285) (0.621)
Airbnb Penetration (%) 0.005 -0.004 0.328*

(0.035) (0.073) (0.133)
Airbnb Usage (%) 0.000 -0.004 0.025

(0.008) (0.011) (0.021)

Tract FE Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1171 1171 1171
F (Density) 0.88 1.20 2.17
F (Penetration) 0.36 0.97 3.13
F (Usage) 0.36 0.93 0.77

Note: clustered standard errors are displayed in parenthesis. Control variable is median household income. The average census tract in the average

year experienced 11.32 events of private conflict, 7.68 events of public social disorder, and 28.58 events of public violence per 1,000 residents.

Significance levels: * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001.

Table 1. Same-Year DID Regressions on Social Disorder and Crime

Robustness Checks 272

The intent here has been to test whether Airbnb activity in a neighborhood impacts 273

crime, but there is an alternative reverse effect interpretation to our results that need to 274

be considered: That crime leads to Airbnb listings, possibly by deterring property 275

owners from renting long-term or living there themselves–could be true. Rejecting the 276

reverse causality in the DID models is often carried out by testing the pre-treatment 277

parallel trends. However, directly applying the standard tests for parallel trends, such 278

as event-study analysis, is not possible here, because on the one hand, the treatment 279

variable (Airbnb Presence) is both continuous and staggered which makes event-study 280

analysis less reliable and difficult to interpret. On the other hand, our data starts from 281

2011 where Airbnb had already been present in many neighborhoods (See the Section on 282

Measuring Airbnb Presence ), preventing us from reliably transforming the treatment 283

into a binary variable that could be used in subsequent event-study analysis (similar 284

to [35]). Because of these reasons and to confirm the direction of causality, we took two 285

additional steps. In the first step, we reran our models with the Airbnb measures from 286

one and two years after the year of the crime measures (See the Methods section.).This 287

method follows the logic of Granger Causality and was popularized by [36] in assessing 288

the impact of unjust dismissal doctrine on outsourcing. Moreover, a recent work by 289

Schmidheiny and Siegloch [37] shows that the event-study analysis and a version of the 290

lag/lead model are equivalent for the case of DID with discrete treatments. 291

Figure 4 shows a graphical representation of the DID regression coefficients and 292

associated error bars for violent crimes for different time lags(-2 years to +2 years) of 293

Airbnb penetration measure(Full results reported in the SI). The coefficient for two 294

years prior to the treatment (the two-year lead) saw no significant effect on crime, 295

suggesting that with sufficient lead time, these results are consistent with an 296

interpretation of Airbnb’s presence impacting crime and not the reverse. 297

The one-year lead model still showed an effect of Airbnb penetration on violence, 298

though attenuated relative. This is not entirely surprising since first of all, the 299

treatment variable is continuous, which – unlike [36] – makes it challenging to clearly 300

separate the treatment year from the immediate prior year (the year with one year lead). 301

Moreover, that crime data are aggregated at a yearly basis and our model cannot 302
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Events of Private Conflict Events of Social Disorder Events of Violence
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Airbnb Penetration (lag 1) 0.041 -0.115 0.546***
(0.039) (0.118) (0.133)

Airbnb Density (lag 1) -0.112 -0.426 1.407*
(0.227) (0.293) (0.614)

Airbnb Usage (lag 1) 0.001 -0.011 0.037
(0.009) (0.016) (0.021)

Tract FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004 1004
F 0.62 0.16 0.04 0.8 1.32 0.79 8.7 2.69 1.56

Note: clustered standard errors are displayed in parenthesis. Control variable is median household income. The average census tract in the average
year experienced 11.32 events of private conflict, 7.68 events of public social disorder, and 28.58 events of public violence per 1,000 residents.

Significance levels: * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001.

Table 2. One-year lagged independent variables.

Events of Private Conflict Events of Social Disorder Events of Violence
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

Airbnb Penetration (lag 2) 0.097* -0.162 0.553***
(0.041) (0.107) (0.119)

Airbnb Density (lag 2) 0.039 -0.884 1.167*
(0.215) (0.472) (0.529))

Airbnb Usage (lag 2) 0.014 -0.036 0.037
(0.013) (0.029) (0.027)

Tract FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Year FE Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Observations 837 837 837 837 837 837 837 837 837
F 3.41 0.53 1.02 2.71 3.71 2.79 10.8 2.43 1.04

Note: clustered standard errors are displayed in parenthesis. Control variable is median household income. The average census tract in the average
year experienced 11.32 events of private conflict, 7.68 events of public social disorder, and 28.58 events of public violence per 1,000 residents.

Significance levels: * p<0.05; ** p<0.01; *** p<0.001.

Table 3. Two-year lagged independent variables.

differentiate between criminal activities at the beginning and end of the year. These 303

reason suggests that due to the resolution and continuous nature of the data, the one 304

year lead is colinear with the zero lead year and can be interpreted, in part, as a period 305

during treatment, as marked in the figure. Thus, we need to consider the coefficient for 306

two years prior to the treatment to be able to reject the possibility of reverse causality. 307

A second and related concern could be the potential bias due to omitted variables. 308

Though the DiD models control for the initial conditions of neighborhoods, they do not 309

necessarily control for trends in these variables that parallel the increases in both Airbnb 310

presence and crime. For example, there is some evidence that gentrifying neighborhoods 311

experience increases in certain types of crime [38], and Airbnb listings have also been 312

associated with gentrification [39]. To address this cocern and as the second robustness 313

check steps, we reran the models incorporating shifts in four demographic 314

factors–percentage Black residents, percentage Hispanic residents, median income, and 315

homeownership rate–that are /textcolorgreenoften correlated with crime (and are in our 316

data) or believed to be correlated with short-term rentals (e.g., resident-owners are less 317
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Fig 4. Result of the Lag and Lead Analysis The figure shows the DID regression coefficients and the corresponding
standard errors for the effect of Airbnb density on violence, before, during, and after the effect. Results confirm the direction
of causality from Airbnb penetration on violent crimes and show that Airbnb penetration has a significant positive effect on
violence, especially with a time delay, but the opposite is not true, as evident from the non-significant effect of a 2-year lead
in Airbnb penetration on criminal activities. Complete results are presented in the SI document.

likely to put their homes up for short-term rental on a regular basis as they live there). 318

We did this by assigning indicators from American Community Survey’s five-year 319

estimates for 2009-2013 to data for 2011-2013, and estimates for 2014-2018 to data for 320

2014-2017. This is consistent with guidance to not include overlapping estimates in a 321

single analysis [40]. These models did not impact any of the significant effects from the 322

original set of models, indicating our findings were robust to shifts in demographics. 323

Discussion and Conclusion 324

This study tested the hypothesis that the arrival and growth of Airbnb, or home-sharing 325

platforms in general, may increase crime and disorder in neighborhoods, focusing 326

specifically on private conflict, public social disorder, and violence. We find that the 327

answer is rather nuanced. Airbnb prevalence in a neighborhood appears to be 328

associated with increases in violence, but not with public social disorder or private 329

conflict. Interestingly, the effect on violence was only consistent visible for the measure 330

of Airbnb penetration–or the extent to which buildings in the neighborhood have one or 331
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more listings (and for the measure of density, or the listings per household in the 332

two-year lags). It was never present for overall usage, or the estimated quantity of 333

Airbnb guests. Further, the effect of penetration on violence appears to emerge and 334

strengthen over multiple years. 335

The specific findings suggest that the impacts of short-term rentals on crime are not 336

a consequence of attracting tourists themselves. Instead, the results point to the 337

possibility that the large-scale conversion of housing units into short-term rentals 338

undermines a neighborhood’s social organization, and in turn its natural ability of a 339

neighborhood to counteract and discourage crime, specifically violent crime. Further, 340

the lagged effects suggest a long-term erosion of the social organization, which would 341

stand in contrast to the more immediate impacts that the presence of tourists would be 342

expected to have. We of course have not directly tested whether social organization is 343

indeed the intervening variable, but it seems clear that the issue is not the tourists 344

themselves but something about how the extreme transience of a short-term rental unit 345

fails to contribute to critical neighborhood social dynamics. We do note that the effects 346

were exclusively on public violence, apart from penetration predicting higher private 347

conflict in the two-year lag. This observation might be for a few reasons. First, social 348

organization is often argued to be particularly important for managing behaviors in 349

public spaces relative to private ones [18]. In addition, public social disorder as 350

measured here, which includes public drunkenness, panhandling, and loitering, is heavily 351

concentrated in Boston’s commercial districts. Thus, such events may be unlikely in 352

residential neighborhoods even with the erosion of social organization. The lack of 353

effects on social disorder, especially drunkenness, might also be taken as additional 354

evidence that tourists staying in short-term rentals are not systematically bringing 355

nuisances to the neighborhood. 356

The results have important practical implications. To our knowledge, this paper is 357

the first study to robustly test this particular externality of Airbnb at the neighborhood 358

level. Airbnb-related crimes are viewed as a possible consequence of the home-sharing 359

platform because the costs of these incidents are not addressed by the transactions 360

between Airbnb hosts and guests. Instead, these costs are shouldered by increased 361

expenditures for law enforcement and disturbances to neighbors. It is striking to see 362

that the issue is not the visitors themselves but the conversion of units into short-term 363

rentals. In a certain light, this observation is analogous to the effect of Airbnb on 364

housing prices [31,41–43]. In the one case, Airbnb has removed material capital from 365

the market, raising prices for renters; in the other, Airbnb removes social capital from 366

the neighborhood in the form of stable households, weakening the associated community 367

dynamics. 368

The apparent unimportance of the tourists themselves might come as something of a 369

surprise given the conceptual and empirical support for the impacts of tourism on crime. 370

It suggests multiple potential explanations. First, although Airbnb has seen notable 371

growth, it might not bring a sufficient quantity of tourists to a neighborhood to have a 372

sustained impact. If there are only a handful of tourists in a neighborhood, the 373

opportunity might not be rich enough to attract predatory crime. Given that we do not 374

expect that other cities have markedly higher Airbnb presence than Boston, we believe 375

this interpretation is extensible to other locales. Second, Airbnb travelers may behave 376

differently in ”true” tourist areas than when in the residential neighborhood they are 377

staying in, which in turn could mean that they are less likely to be disorderly or to call 378

attention to themselves as suitable targets. 379

We note two limitations to our research that call for future studies. First, we have 380

tested this hypothesis in a single city, owing to the availability of both Airbnb listings 381

and 911 dispatches for Boston. Future studies should replicate this analysis in other 382

cities, especially those of different sizes or demographic makeup. Second, we examined a 383
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single, hypothesized negative externality of short-term rentals. It does not on its own 384

tell the whole story. Airbnb might have other impacts on neighborhoods–both good and 385

bad. These other relationships require further empirical investigation. Currently, a 386

number of papers have explored how urban planners and policy-makers could respond 387

to potential externalities imposed by Airbnb on urban neighborhoods [44–46], and such 388

efforts will be better informed as we better understand the multifaceted impacts Airbnb 389

can have. 390
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